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INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE 
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The Make The World Better Portfolio is built on the key targets that underpin the UN Sustainable 

Development Goals, with the aim of ‘improving health and education, reducing inequality, and spurring 

economic growth – all while tackling climate change and working to preserve our oceans and forests'.  

Through a process of proprietary screening and fundamental analysis, we identify listed companies from 

across the UK and Europe whose activities are helping to achieve those ambitious targets, and which we 

believe also offer attractive financial returns. 

Our Make the World Better (MTWB) portfolio focuses on selecting 

companies that are in line with the UN sustainable development goals, 

with the aim of delivering superior returns while investing in companies 

that are instrumental to sustainable innovation across Europe.  

The portfolio had a strong start to the quarter, with positive returns in 

July and August, but fell away in September. While it is always 

disappointing to lose money, the quarter has seen particularly high 

volatility, with UK and European markets battling with a highly 

inflationary environment, rising interest rates, high energy prices and a 

faltering economy.  We have taken this into account in our portfolio 

selection, however, and continue to be confident that our positions can 

come out the other side in a strong position. 

Over the course of the quarter, we increased our position in the drug 

discovery company Maxcyte, which is now the portfolio’s largest holding, 

as we are particularly excited in what the company looks set to achieve.  

We also bought into OPDEnergy, a Spanish renewable energy company 

with solar and wind power generation capabilities. 

Verbio Verinigte, a biofuel company, had a strong  quarter, posting good 

results after a period of weakness. On the other hand, Sanofi, the 

pharmaceutical company, fell after  weaker than expected results. 

However, we believe the company is sufficiently large to weather the storm 

and to capitalise on any upswings in the market. 

We continue to closely monitor our portfolios and adjust them accordingly 

in these turbulent times. 
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CRAIG HARPER 

              TIME TO LOOK AT THE BIG PICTURE? 

FEES BENEFITS 

Mole Valley Asset Management offers innovative and bespoke investment services to retail clients and 
intermediaries. We have a highly experienced team, investing client savings directly into the markets, 
aided by proprietary screening and original research. We always remember that it’s your money. 

• Invest your money in 
companies that will change the 
world 

• Invest in good quality 
companies 

• Consistent, repeatable strategy 

PERFORMANCE 

ABOUT MVAM 

• Focussed portfolio 

• Money invested in equities 

• No hedging of currency 

RISKS 

Performance is a composite made from grouping together 
each individual client MtWB portfolio. All client portfolios 
hold identical stocks, but weightings will differ depending 
on the start date. On the start date each client has their 
own individual portfolio which will begin with an 
approximate 4% weighting in each of the twenty-five 
MVAM MtWB portfolio stocks. Occasionally, the portfolios 
may hold some cash when we are between  investments. 

WARNING: Past performance is not a guide to future 
performance. 

• No entry or exit fees 

• Fees 1% + VAT 

• Dealing fees of 0.4% fee 
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